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This is a lily each petal of which antes out for gel ins. A minor but gratifying 
one affirms my own analysis of 1964, published 1965. 1'11 tell you what this is for 
your own uneersdtanding and so you'll know in what you are trying to do but I do not 
want it told because I don t want the Enquirer to be scooped. 

It ie the national Photographic letelligeuce (or Interpretation) Center's 
one1yeis of the Zapruder film. That is part of CIA. It says, without aceounting for 
the miesed shot, that the first shot hit Kennedy - at a time Oswald could not have 
fired it, or Evvoia& gibe from that window -the second hit Connally and the third 
Kennedy. At the least this means two shooters and a conspiracy. They also examine 
possible variations. E eh one in destructive also, making the official story impossible. 

Thin is the original handwritten work. The claim not to have anything else. -t 
is undated. The CIA has confirmed that it was done within two days of the asseseleation. 
This is at a time when it did not, officially, have a copy of the film. They pretended 
in elecember. 1964, after the Report, that they had none. 

I've been working with a friend who is one of their retired editors, the one who 
until his retirement had been their JFK specialist. He saw the stuff here. se visited 
after you did. They went for his account, I've sent them copier, and even rope is 
excited. There is no reasonable way around this evidence which appears not to have been 
given to the Warren Cmaission and was suppresed by the kockefeller Commission. It 
establishes knot for the first time-l've done it twice be:ore) that all the executive 
agencies knew there seas was a conspiracy and were part of the faking. 

"Y only present concerns are the risk entailed in their seeeing of quotes. If 
they are listening to me they are playing this the safest way. Tee reline now have much 
to worry about. Teey also have press access. And if some stunt is pulled it will reduce 
what I'll get and the roofer may not be hateer1 

My proposal has two parts. First they restrict theSselves to the completely 
responsible on these stories ancl that there be a series of them, a sort of campaign. 
The seoond in they have some sort of foundation setup for me in return for which they 
have first turndown on everything anf first-time use rights. Pope her done this with 
UFOs, no now seems to be seeking some prestige for his sheet. 

As pert of the first I've sueeested that with eedh major story for which ;here 
is documentation he arranges for a elashington press conference in which, coinciding 
,:ith his publication, 4. give copies to the rest of the use. emnne the posoible 
benefits an.: pressure on officials and a competitive press situation which may encourage 
eajor uses. 

I think there may already be a second story from this one visit. my friend is 
working on it. This haa to de with Pope's purpose in %ending nice, here. The ,Tencral 
concept is what was withheld from the Warren Commission. 

have ma doubt there are many other ntorees eeitahle for the Enquirer'n 
readers, who require simplicity and comprehenaibility. 

Working with two-wuy reporters, is productive and a joy. I have bee Payne on 
something that can be significant in the ray part of the Alng case. fie checks wit , 4 me 
and I can feed hack. ;e cane onto something the potential of wnich he had no way of 
knowing. Leper thinks that is established it is enough to eo back to oth circuit for a 
rehearing. His own deedline for P. petition oert to the Supreme Court is to begin by 
6/5 if Ray says do it, so there is time, all next week. I've sueeested how to Les and 
he has etsrted. ny tee way, I'd like all the inforeatinn you may have without checking 
on those who produced "Walking Tell." It can be helpful. 

So, maybe. there is a little good news and maybe a Poeeibtlity of trade e the 
crookedness in what is up around. The newest of this is another anti-JFK line that 
serves CIA eede. Leaar say in in last night's Stele syndiosted by neule/new neeublic. 
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